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Abstract:  Social Engineering methodologies and communication approaches encountering information and data 
security problem constructed because of sophisticated spear and whale phishing attacks on world wide web, phishing 
is even extended to SMS and Voice messages. Fake URLs and cloned websites are other operations related to 
phishing. This paper concentrated on different phishing methods and Défense approaches related to data security. It 
has been focused on different datasets related to phishing and classification methods along with implementation of 
machine learning techniques. An Experimental Methodology is provided to tackle malicious websites and email 
spams. This paper focused on designing an algorithm in order to implement on the data set along with the 
comparison analysis on existing algorithms. The result analysis is given in a tabular form along with the accuracy 
rate and error rate in detecting and classification based on datasets. Finally, this paper depicts the tabular analysis 
and conclusions based on the experimental results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

     Spear Phishing Attacks are intentionally prepared for data theft and financial gain, mostly 
done by an individual or a group. Now a days the communication is very high-speed through 
data sharing, file transfer and emails in the form of multimedia data files. while dynamic 
websites along with payment gateways are intended for money transactions. The initial 
mission accomplished by the malicious operators via implementing various methodologies to 
obtain basic data and information concerning genuine users founded based on machine 
learning mechanisms. Most invaders remain directing established mechanisms upon source of 
the information they obtained, the acquired data may be individual, professional, and 
commercial. Ecommerce is the fast-growing mechanism that linked the customer or 
consumer with the seller or manufacturer, public from all over the world are doing 
transactions effectively by eliminating all topographical barrier. Millions of dollars are lost or 
losing by internet customers all over the world due to cloned, malicious, and fraudulent 
websites and phishing emails. The different types of phishing methods are involved in data 
theft for financial gain, such as pharming, masking, plugging, spoofing, and probing 
mechanisms are adopted to steel intellectual property, financial and business assets [1]. After 
gathering information about the victim, the attacker sends the spam email which looks like a 
legitimate email, with malicious URL links and malware attachments. To analyse and classify 
the emails, we adopted machine learning techniques on datasets to verify such as spam or 
legitimate, as there are only two options either ham or spam, the classification method used 
here is binary classification. The machine learning mechanism adopted different models that 
can implement on data sets to find the accuracy and error rate of the classification, finally the 
performance of the model will be calculated.

Artificial Intelligence based methodology is a processing of intensive and a superset of 
artificial intelligence, where email filtering and classification used to identify the legitimate 
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emails which is commonly comes under the Intelligent Machine Learning. For the 
classification purpose we need a dataset, machine learning works based on the previous 
experiences that are stored in the form of the dataset, these dataset is allocated into two 
portions one is training data set and other is testing dataset, the training dataset generally is of 
70% and the testing dataset is generally of 30% of the data. The decision-making algorithm 
are implemented for classification generally the classification adopts the binary mode that is 
zero or one, true or false, ham or spam. To combat against spear phishing emails, we studied 
different methodologies such as pattern recognition, clustering, regression analysis and 
finally classification [2].    

The phishing attacks are of generally based on two different types one is phishing emails and 
other is the malicious uniform resource locators. Generally, the victim is asked to click on 
malicious uniform resource locators, so that the victim is redirected to cloned or fake website 
then grabs the authorization and authentication credentials using keyloggers which records 
keystrokes for security breaching or asked to download the malware masked with the general 
pdf or word document attachment. attackers transmit email communications which appears 
like legitimates, privileges to originate from documented foundations as authorised official 
communication that are most regularly happened fraudulent illustration of PayPal Scammers 
wherever messages initialise click on links provided [3]. 

Research is predominantly concentrated on classifiers that are carefully monitored, to notice 
spam database and performance of accuracy and error rate is calculated, the different machine 
learning algorithms are implemented on the datasets, where for the better accuracy and 
reduction of error rate, we searched for the options of  combining different machine learning 
algorithms where individual decisions of many algorithms are selected by voting for better 
accuracy and combining the results for performance to get better classification [4]. 

Artificial Intelligence based Machine learning methodologies identifies, initiates, supports, 
and authorizes a procedure to understand from datasets instead of programming, the role of 
programming is to classify, retrieve and exhibits the required results. Though, machine 
learning is based on datasets, we need programming languages such as python, java to work 
on datasets. As the algorithms are basics for building, training, and deploying a model using 
programming languages. Predictive algorithms are implemented on the accessibility of huge 
amount of data   that can be warehoused and managed at tremendous speeds, that is crucial 
achievement of machine learning. Advanced data analytics are powerful analytical engines 
for accurate predictive analysis [5]. 

The major fields of Artificial Intelligence are Natural Language processing and machine 
learning, where it identifies some keywords such as based on the spam list, it classifies the 
spam and ham email for email classification. The accuracy of the classification is majorly 
depending on the set of rules and based on conditional probability related to mathematical 
and statistical analysis. It uses different machine learning techniques to understand the 
patterns from data. Implementation of artificial intelligence model on data for analysis is 
trained based machine learning algorithm. Data mining and data warehousing is an associated 
field of study, concentrating on experimental data analysis and predictive analytics through 
decision making for application process towards business and data analytic problems for 
machine learning. To improve the prediction analysis, we use ensemble techniques [6].
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II. RELATED WORK

Artificial Intelligence based machine learning techniques are mathematical, statistical, and 
processing-concentrated mechanisms that involves iterative training to enhance the learning 
skills mostly applied on data sets. It executes the continuous machine learning approach 
based on statistics related to probability from active methods and majorly concentrated 
attachments. Even though an email consists of three parts such as body, head and 
attachments, the spam and ham classification depend on the keywords in a dataset, which are 
created based on the previous experiences.  The classification uses keywords, tokens, and 
strings [7]. 

The ensemble learners are the methods that make the learners for better results, they are not 
algorithms or models, they are the methodologies which assembles the algorithmic models 
together or validates the existing results and selects the best, for better accuracy of 
classification on the datasets. The learning methods divides the datasets into training and 
testing for identifying the accuracy and error rate. The classification is done based on specific 
rules, based on these rules the predictions are made. A single model performance is 
calculated, and different models will be implemented on the same dataset, the result is 
acquired based on boosting, bagging, stacking and voting, the different ensemble learning 
methodologies the performance of the designed model will be improved by combination of 
different existing models.  Blending methodologies of the classifiers or categorization 
techniques for better possible performance of accuracy and decline the error rate. boosting is 
a meta algorithm for reduction of bias and variance. It converts the weak learners which are 
corelated with the true classification for it the learners are distributed and then added as a 
strong learners based on ensemble techniques that efforts to establish a classifiers stronger 
than before [8].

Datasets are core backbone for the machine learning methodologies and algorithms, whereas 
dataset is an interrelated attributes and entities related to a subject. Usually represented in a 
tabular form. It is a collection of records on statistical and mathematical analysis. A row of a 
dataset is known as the instance, so the dataset is a collection of inter-related instances. Next, 
the column is known as the features in the dataset. The datasets are broadly classified as two, 
they are training dataset and testing dataset [9].  Data cleaning is a process taken place to 
reduce the redundancy and unnecessary weight for dataset, even it handles the process of 
procedures to be adopted for filling of missing values in a dataset. To handle many datasets 
which are inter-related the meta data is used and these datasets are set to be transparent using 
the methodology of data dictionary. These datasets are stored as repositories, in this paper for 
the experimental analysis, we taken dataset named spambase from the UCI repository. It 
supports the binary based classification based on the conditional probability such as 0 or 1 
that is true or false or spam or ham. The datasets maintaining or cleaning process takes place 
by modifying the dataset by deleting instances and even features to eliminate the redundancy 
and missing values, even to solve the multi-class problems, the dataset is modified to bi-class 
problem, so that the conditional probability mechanism can be applied to implement 
probability based machine learning algorithms such as navies Bayes algorithm. The dataset 
consists of labelled data with phishing emails and legitimate emails. The other data sets 
related to the phishing are the phish tank, it is an association of phishing websites, 
implementing machine learning algorithms on these datasets the malicious URLs are 
identified. 
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III. MECHANISM TO IMPROVE THE MODELS OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Introduced the objective of ensemble learning, that is to concentrate on solutions that address 
and improve the skills of Machine learning algorithms. Scope of research is to identify the 
directions and processes, applied by data analytics for targeted attacks such as spear phishing 
emails, phishing or malicious uniform resource locators based on anomaly detection. The 
Défense methodology is launched by implementing different existing and proposed machine 
learning algorithms on the datasets. 

      The Ensemble Learning techniques such as boosting, bagging, stacking, and voting are 
used to improve the accuracy and reduce the error rate. The design and implementation issues 
of Défense system for Spear Phishing is given that is the Email Classification and 
identification of malicious uniform resource locators using binomial classification. 
Experimental based Evaluation on mathematical, algorithmic approach, result analysis is 
given based on statistical and graphical analysis.

Boosting: Concept is uninterrupted procedure which enhances the capabilities to strengthen 
the moments of data, accurately. Finally, it finds the mechanism to solve complicated and 
contentious datasets; we require additional effective model to improve using machine 
learning methodologies. It accomplishes difficult task, to estimate incorrect dataset, it appears 
the preparation process and requires development enhancement to study feasibility. finally, 
the presentation of the week learners is collective together for an improvement of accuracy, 
where the enhanced performance of the model provides better performance [9].

Bagging: This Machine Learning Technique is defined as parallel ensemble learners that 
applied to combines the code of bootstrapping and performs utilizing the standard mechanism 
of bootstrap random sample mechanism [10].

Stacking:  It is used to add multiple classifications or regressions for better performance of 
the machine learning algorithm. It utilizes meta learner as an alternative of voting to bring 
together expectations of base learners known as schemes. The model is based on averaging 
the predictions of the contributions or estimated performance of the sub-model. Base learners 
can give production probabilities of multiple models known as features for predictions of the 
datasets [11]. 

Voting: It is the method considered for a pre-trained model; it is related to classification; 
every model creates predictions which are known as votes. the selection of the best pre-
trained models and an average of predictions of various pre-trained model that provides a 
final output of prediction is known as voting mechanism in the machine learning model [12].

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT FOR DESIGNED MODEL OF MACHINE LEARNING

The performance of the machine learning algorithm is evaluated by using k-fold cross 
validation technique, to improve results that the model uses ensemble learning techniques to 
improve the model. Here the dataset is handled in such a way that it re-arranged properly, 
splits into groups, generally 10-fold validation technique, as the statement of the problem is 
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involved with the improvement in the data testing and validating mechanism. To enhance the 
execution of the findings the classification a model is constructed with group collection technique 
where the explanation for the problem statement is given to obtain a strong classifier a unique 
ensemble mechanism is the target for development of designed model [13].

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF DESIGNED MODEL OF MACHINE LEARNING. 

Spear Phishing is the phishing method for delivering false connections all the way through messages 
or malicious Uniform Resource Locators and generates bogus websites to deceive and grasp the data, 
and we use machine learning techniques on the dataset for the experimental and evaluation purposes, 
we even use the data mining mechanisms for maintenance of the datasets. The java is used along with 
the ML concepts on the dataset by using the WEKA tool. It can be embedded to support the 
programming languages such as python and java to extract, retrieve and classify the datasets. It also 
supports to implement the machine learning algorithms and models on the datasets. Our aim is to 
analyse the existing machine learning models and to design a new model for better performance, 
enhanced accuracy rate and reduced error rate. It finally the designed ensemble model is compared 
with the existing model and result analysis along with graphical analysis is given. 

In this experiment we used two different datasets related to phishing, to identify the classification of 
the legitimate and spam, in case of emails we taken the dataset known as spam-base dataset and 
regarding the uniform resource locators we used the phish tank datasets. The spam-base dataset 
consists of the spam and ham emails, it is taken from the UCI repository for the experimental purpose. 
The next is the phish tank taken from the same repository, where the data regarding the URL which 
are mean for fraudulent mechanism for websites.

For experimental purpose we downloaded the Weka tool and java virtual machine, java developer kit 
and java runtime environment for java programming and the following snippet is used to associate the 
weka tool with java programming language, where we imported weka classifiers, instances and filters 
as components for the programming purpose. Instances accepts the dataset, it may in the form of arff 
files or csv files, the instances used for importing the datasets as database files in programming, by 
accepting the file path. It retrieves the file based on the location and compatible file extensions. The 
filters are basically two models that are supervised and unsupervised methodologies, which takes the 
class attributes into account. Filters are used to remove un-necessary data based on the methodologies 
and the attributes. Finally based on the 10-fold cross validation methodology evaluation will be done. 
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Figure 1: The Snippet of Weka embedded java Programming.

Machine Learning-centred methodologies are comprehensively tested applying spam email, malicious 
uniform resource locator classification utilizing the datamining and artificial intelligence techniques. 
Phishtank and spambase datasets are nominated for the experimental study. 

Screen shot 1: Implementation of RF model on Phish-tank Dataset

Screen shot 2: Implementation of RF model on Spam-base Dataset

The experimental resolution, we applied different machine learning algorithms that is Naive Bayes 
classifier, Random Forest algorithm, K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm and a designed ensemble 
algorithm, These assessments are essentially focused on conditional probability and classify the 
phishing emails and websites. 

To resolve the problem statement, we combined two datasets that is spam-base dataset and phish-tank 
based dataset of the same instances that is 4601 and designed a unified dataset. The experimental 
analysis scrutinizes database on various Machine Learning. 

Figure 2: The Snapshot of Boosting methodology implementation in program

There are different types of boosting technologies that can be focused on the datasets, such as the 
Ada-boost, gradient boost, and extreme gradient boost. Boosting attentions on algorithms to improve 
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the performance, Ada boost is furthermost frequently using algorithm applied to boost the existing 
performance, it separates the data into slices  and applied on every single concept of every iteration 
and we take 10 fold cross validation, so all divisions are classified one by one for final result these 
outputs are clubbed into an output.

Figure 3: The Snapshot of Bagging methodology implementation in program

Bagging is also called as boost strapping is a technology that maintain the aggregation and ensembles 
meta algorithms for statistical classification which uses the parallel strategy. The major role of 
bagging is that it reduces the variations and avoids the overfitting. In the above snippet we 
implemented bagging machine learning ensemble technology to maintain and perform classification.

Figure 4: The Snapshot of Bagging methodology implementation in program

The Stacking technology is used to combine the different classification models such as Navies Bayes, 
Random forest, K-Nearest Neighbouring algorithm to create a meta classifier. It uses the outputs of 
initial stage of classification algorithms that is at boosting and bagging. Finally, it gives the best 
combination of the predictions in machine learning. 

Figure 5: The Snapshot of Bagging methodology implementation in program

The voting technology in machine learning selects the output based on the properties and provides the 
best output. It is the procedure studied for a trained machine learning model for classification; 
here the votes are considered as the predictions that are created by the machine learning 
model. the collection of the finest trained models and the concluding productivity of 
prediction is known as voting ensemble methodology for a machine learning model [12].

The final output is obtained on the unified data set with the relative error rate is of 3 
percentage which is comparatively very less, which shows that the average accuracy will be 
around 97 percent. 
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Machine Learning 
Algorithm

Properties Spam-base 
Dataset

Phish-Tank 
Dataset

Unified 
Dataset

Random Forest 
Algorithm

Correlation coefficient 0.9053 0.9072 0.9063
Mean absolute error 0.1015 0.1018 0.1016
Root mean squared error 0.1947 0.1946 0.1946
Relative absolute error 21.1403 % 22.1403% 21.6403%
Root relative squared error 39.8514 % 40.4201% 40.1357%
Total Number of Instances 4601 4601 4601

Navies Bayes 
Algorithm

Correlation coefficient 0.9696 0.917 0.9433
Mean absolute error 0.2066 0.2058 0.2036
Root mean squared error 0.4527 0.4546 0.4531
Relative absolute error 31.1403 % 32.1403% 31.063%
Root relative squared error 49.8514 % 50.42% 50.1357%
Total Number of Instances 4601 4601 4601

K-Nearest Neighbour 
Algorithm

Correlation coefficient 0.9235 0.917 0.9202
Mean absolute error 0.0924 0.1058 0.0991
Root mean squared error 0.3036 0.1976 0.2506
Relative absolute error 19.3577 % 22.1403% 20.749%
Root relative squared error 42.1283 % 40.42% 41.2372%
Total Number of Instances 4601 4601 4601

Designed Ensemble 
Algorithm

Correlation coefficient 0.8956 0.917 0.9063
Mean absolute error 0.1325 0.1058 0.11915
Root mean squared error 0.2389 0.1976 0.21825
Relative absolute error 17.7363 % 22.1403% 19.9383%
Root relative squared error 38.8956 % 40.42% 39.6578%

Total Number of Instances 4601 4601 4601

Table 1: The Comparative Result analysis of three different algorithms on Designed Ensemble 
Algorithm on three different datasets.

Screen shot 2: Implementation of Designed Model on Unified Dataset

VI. CONCLUSION

Défense System experts are continuously working on security measures that are continuously 
challenged by the phishing attackers or group as every time a new and advanced methods are 
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adopted. In this fast-expanding situation, it is very difficult to identify Défense 
methodologies. each researcher’s most important responsibility to design and handle a 
system. 
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